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ABSTRACT: Ozonolysis of alkenes in the troposphere
produces Criegee intermediates, which have eluded
detection in the gas phase until very recently. This
laboratory has synthesized the simplest Criegee inter-
mediate within a quartz capillary tube affixed to a pulsed
valve to cool and isolate CH2OO in a supersonic
expansion. UV excitation resonant with the B 1A′ ←
X 1A′ transition depletes the ground-state population of
CH2OO, which is detected by single-photon ionization at
118 nm. The large UV-induced depletion (approaching
100%) near the peak of the profile at 335 nm is indicative
of rapid dissociation, consistent with the repulsive B 1A′
potential along the O−O coordinate computed theoret-
ically. The experimental spectrum is in very good accord
with the absorption spectrum calculated using the one-
dimensional reflection principle. The B ← X spectrum is
combined with the solar actinic flux to estimate an
atmospheric lifetime for CH2OO at midday on the order
of ∼1 s with respect to photodissociation.

Alkenes are important volatile organic compounds in the
Earth’s troposphere. Ethene and propene are primarily

produced by motor vehicles, while others originate from
anthropogenic and biogenic sources, including isoprene and
terpenes emitted by plants and trees. Alkenes are oxidized in
the atmosphere through direct gas-phase reaction with ozone
(O3) as well as through OH and NO3 radical-initiated
processes.1−3 Ozonolysis plays a major role in the tropospheric
removal of these unsaturated hydrocarbons, contributing
significantly to both their day- and nighttime chemistry.
Additionally, these reactions provide a nonphotolytic source
of OH radicals,4−6 which may elevate atmospheric OH
concentrations.
Ozonolysis of alkenes occurs through ozone addition across

the double bond, producing a primary ozonide, followed by
rapid rearrangement and dissociation to generate a carbonyl
oxide, known as the Criegee biradical intermediate, and an
aldehyde (or ketone) product.7−9 The Criegee intermediates
are formed with large excess internal energy and can undergo
subsequent reactions, such as unimolecular decomposition and
isomerization, or alternatively lose the excess energy through
stabilizing collisions. Subsequent decay processes of energized
Criegee intermediates yield OH radicals and other products of
atmospheric significance, including HO2, CO, CO2, CH3, and
H2CO. In addition, Criegee intermediates undergo further
reactions with tropospheric trace constituents, as indicated in
recent field measurements,10 to produce secondary organic
aerosols and phytotoxic species.

Although Criegee intermediates have been inferred in
ozonolysis reactions for decades,7 the first direct detection of
the simplest Criegee intermediate, CH2OO, in the gas phase
was only recently reported.11 In 2012, Taatjes and co-workers
demonstrated a new synthetic method for generating CH2OO
in a flow cell at low pressures:12,13

+ → +CH I 248 nm light CH I I2 2 2

+ → +CH I O CH OO I2 2 2

In the atmosphere, this Criegee intermediate would be
generated from ozonolysis of ethene. Welz et al.12 showed
that remarkable information can be obtained by using tunable
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation from a synchrotron source
to establish the photoionization threshold for CH2OO (10.02
eV), which can be readily distinguished from more stable
isomers with the same mass (m/z 46) but higher photo-
ionization thresholds (dioxirane at 10.82 eV and formic acid at
11.33 eV); the more stable isomers were not observed with this
synthetic approach. They then utilized fixed VUV ionization
(10.5 eV) with mass spectrometric detection to probe directly
the Criegee intermediate and its rate of reaction with trace
tropospheric constituents.12,14 In particular, they demonstrated
that the bimolecular reactions of CH2OO with SO2 and NO2
are far more rapid than previously thought, which may
substantially change predictions of tropospheric aerosol
formation.
This new synthetic route was implemented in the present

study to generate CH2OO, but the low pressure flow cell was
replaced with a quartz capillary tube affixed to a pulsed valve as
the reaction vessel. (This approach mirrors the one employed
in this laboratory in previous studies of the HOONO isomer of
HONO2.

15) CH2I2 vapor was entrained in a 20% O2/Ar carrier
gas mixture at 25 psi and photolyzed with 248 nm radiation
from an excimer laser as the gas pulse passed through the
capillary tube (1 mm bore, 26 mm length). The photoproducts
(and unreacted gases) then were cooled in a supersonic
expansion and flowed downstream as isolated species (∼100 μs
flight time) to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, where they
were ionized with a single photon of VUV radiation at 118 nm
(10.5 eV; generated by frequency tripling of the third harmonic
output of a Nd:YAG laser in a Xe:Ar gas cell). We observed a
signal at m/z 46 when 248 nm photolysis occurred along the
capillary; no m/z 46 signal was observed when photolysis
occurred downstream of the capillary exit or the photolysis laser
was blocked. Only the Criegee intermediate and no other
CH2OO isomers can be photoionized at 10.5 eV.12
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Spectroscopic studies of the Criegee intermediate were
carried out by electronic excitation of the B 1A′ ← X 1A′
transition of CH2OO using tunable UV laser radiation (280−
420 nm). The UV radiation was generated by frequency
doubling of the output of a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser utilizing
many dyes (i.e., Rh 590, 610, and 640; DCM; LDS 698, 750,
751, 765, and 821; and dye mixtures) and calibrated with a
wavemeter. The experimental approach is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 1. UV excitation resonant with the B ← X

transition depletes the ground-state population of CH2OO,
which is detected after a short time delay (Δt = 100 ns) with
the VUV photoionization laser as a reduced signal at m/z 46.
Significant depletion of the CH2OO photoionization signal

was observed upon UV excitation in the 320−350 nm spectral
region. The UV energy was set at ∼1 mJ/pulse throughout this
central region of the spectrum and yielded depletions on the
order of 60% in magnitude. Substantially larger UV-induced
depletion (approaching 100%) was readily achieved with an
energy of ∼2.5 mJ/pulse at 320 nm. By contrast, the large
frequency-doubled outputs available from Rh dyes (up to 5 mJ/
pulse) at shorter wavelengths yielded smaller absolute
depletions from 310 to 280 nm. Similarly, smaller depletions
were observed at longer wavelengths (beyond 360 nm with up
to 2 mJ/pulse) in the central region.
The absorption cross section σ(λ) for CH2OO, which was

obtained from the magnitude of the depletion of the ground
state (N0 − N)/N0 (with abundances N0 before and N after UV
irradiation) and the photon flux Φ(λ) using the expression

σ λ λ= − ΦN N( ) ln( / )/ ( )0

is plotted in Figure 1. The UV-induced depletion was measured
at wavelengths near the maximum (within 10%) of each
doubled dye curve with error bars determined from repeated
measurements. The absorption spectrum was fit to a simple
Gaussian plus offset form to guide the eye and extract the peak
at 335 nm and the breadth of 40 nm (fwhm). The absolute
absorption cross section was estimated to be σ ≈ 5 × 10−17 cm2

molecule−1 at the peak of the spectrum, indicating very strong
UV absorption by the Criegee intermediate. The large
magnitude of the depletion also demonstrates that CH2OO

promoted to the excited B 1A′ electronic state undergoes rapid
dynamics, affording depletions significantly greater than 50%.
Complementary electronic structure calculations were under-

taken to map the singlet potential energy surfaces of CH2OO
for the ground X 1A′ and excited B 1A′ electronic states along
the O−O radial coordinate (Figure 2). The potentials were

obtained using CASSCF(18,14) with an AVTZ basis set as
implemented in the Molpro computational suite.16 Prior
theoretical calculations (CASSCF and CASPT2) predicted a
strong B ← X transition at ∼4 eV (310 nm) with large
oscillator strength ( f = 0.1),17 while very recent calculations
(EOM-CCSD/AVQZ//QCISD/AVTZ) yielded a vertical
excitation energy of 3.9 ± 0.1 eV (318 ± 8 nm) and f =
0.15.18 These correspond to peak absorption cross sections of
(2−3) × 10−17 cm2 molecule−1. The present calculations and
those in ref 17 indicate that the excited B 1A′ potential is fully
repulsive along the O−O coordinate. As a result, CH2OO
promoted to the B 1A′ state undergoes direct dissociation,
yielding formaldehyde and excited O(1D) products at the
lowest asymptotic limit:

′ → +CH OO(B A ) H CO(X A ) O( D)2
1

2
1

1
1

In addition, nonadiabatic coupling may enable CH2OO B 1A′
to dissociate via an excited singlet surface to H2CO(a

3A1) and
ground O(3P) products. Similar photochemistry occurs for
isoelectronic O3 in the analogous Hartley band,19 where
avoided crossings between excited electronic states lead to
O(3P) and O(1D) products.20

The repulsive nature of the CH2OO B 1A′ potential surface
makes it straightforward to predict the B ← X absorption
spectrum using the classical one-dimensional reflection
principle,21 as shown previously for O3.

22 The absorption
spectrum is derived from the projection of the ground-state
coordinate distribution for a harmonic oscillator onto the
gradient of the B 1A′ excited-state potential (V) along the O−O
radial coordinate (R). This yields the absorption cross section σ

Figure 1. Experimental UV spectrum of CH2OO isolated in a pulsed
supersonic expansion. The absorption cross section was derived from
the UV-induced depletion of the ground state and the corresponding
VUV photoionization signal at m/z 46. The smooth curve is a fit to a
simple Gaussian form; the uncertainty is illustrated by the blue-shaded
region.

Figure 2. Prediction of the UV absorption spectrum of CH2OO
(green) by the reflection principle using the X 1A′ (black) and B 1A′
(red) potential curves along the radial O−O coordinate R obtained
from CASSCF calculations (points).
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as a function of energy E in the excited state, subject to the
approximations detailed in ref 21:

σ ≈ μω− − ℏ

=

−
E

V
R

( ) e
d
d

R R

R R E

( ) /

( )

1
t e

2
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where Rt(E) is the classical turning point on the excited-state
potential and μ is the reduced mass. The eigenvalue solutions
for the X 1A′ state were obtained using LEVEL 8.023 and fit to a
truncated anharmonic oscillator to derive the harmonic
frequency, ω = 924 cm−1. The equilibrium distance, Re =
1.33 Å, was taken from the X 1A′ potential curve. The derivative
of the excited-state potential, which was generated analytically
after the ab initio data were fit to a multiorder polynomial, was
evaluated over a range of energies. The resultant absorption
spectrum as a function of excitation energy and corresponding
wavelength is displayed in Figure 2 along with the ground-state
probability amplitude, which was also generated using LEVEL
8.0.
The calculated UV absorption spectrum for CH2OO peaks

near 332 nm and falls off to half-maximum (363 nm) more
steeply on the long-wavelength side; the absorption decreases
more gradually (half-maximum at 255 nm) on the short-
wavelength side. The calculated peak position and falloff to
long wavelength (Figure 2) are in very good accord with the
experimental spectrum (Figure 1). The asymmetric profile
toward shorter wavelength will be examined in future work.
The UV spectrum of CH2OO obtained in this work under

jet-cooled conditions along with mass and isomer specificity
through photoionization detection can be compared with prior
reports in the literature. Both Sehested et al.24 and Gravestock
et al.25 reported similar UV absorption spectra (peaked at ∼327
nm and spanning from 250 to 450 nm) following photolysis of
CH2I2 and subsequent reaction with O2 under flow-cell
conditions, but these groups attributed the primary spectral
carrier to be CH2IOO. Taatjes and co-workers suggested that
these prior reports may have included contributions from
CH2OO.

12 Lee et al.18 computed vertical excitation energies for
CH2OO and CH2IOO, which showed that the spectra of
Sehested et al.24 and Gravestock et al.25 cannot be attributed
completely to CH2IOO. These earlier absorption spectra are
substantially broader than the CH2OO B ← X spectrum
presented here (Figure 1), most likely because of absorption
from other transient species including IO and CH2I (primarily
to shorter wavelength) and/or hot bands (toward longer
wavelength).
We then utilized the absolute absorption cross section σ(λ)

across the B ← X spectrum to estimate the photochemical loss
of CH2OO upon solar irradiation. Using the maximum actinic
flux F(λ) at the Earth’s surface (zenith angle of 0°),1 which
turns on near the peak of the CH2OO absorption spectrum and
increases markedly toward longer wavelength, the solar
photolysis rate coefficient kp can be calculated from the
expression

∫ φ λ σ λ λ λ=
λ

k F( ) ( ) ( ) dp

The corresponding atmospheric lifetime τ = (kp)
−1 for CH2OO

is predicted to be on the order of 1 s, assuming that the
photodissociation quantum yield φ(λ) is unity. The same
atmospheric lifetime was obtained using either the experimental
or calculated absorption spectrum because the solar actinic flux
limits the atmospherically relevant region to the long-

wavelength side, where the experimental and calculated spectral
contours are in excellent agreement.
The solar photolysis rate coefficient kp for CH2OO can be

compared with its rate coefficients for bimolecular reactions
with atmospheric pollutants under ambient air quality
conditions. On the basis of the recently reported rate
coefficients for the reactions of CH2OO with SO2 and NO2

12

and average annual concentrations for these pollutants of 2 and
11 ppb, respectively,26 the bimolecular loss of CH2OO due to
each of these reactions is expected to occur with a rate of ∼2
s−1. The similarity of the estimated rates for bimolecular and
photochemical loss processes suggests that solar photolysis may
be a significant decay path for CH2OO under daytime
conditions in the troposphere. It is worth noting that direct
dissociation of CH2OO by solar irradiation yields O(1D)
photoproducts, which react with H2O to produce secondary
OH radicals.
In summary, we have reported a very strong UV absorption

of the CH2OO biradical due to the B ← X transition in the
320−350 nm region, providing a distinctive spectral signature
of the Criegee intermediate for future laboratory and field
studies. UV excitation was observed as a depletion of the
ground-state population and corresponding VUV photoioniza-
tion at 10.5 eV, providing mass- and isomer-specific detection
of CH2OO. UV excitation resulted in a large depletion
(approaching 100%) due to direct dissociation as a result of
the fully repulsive B-state potential along the O−O coordinate.
The rate of photochemical loss of CH2OO due to solar
irradiation is predicted to be comparable to that for its key
bimolecular reactions in the troposphere. Thus, UVA
photolysis may play a significant role in the overall atmospheric
lifetime of the Criegee intermediate in the daytime.
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